
Operating 
photographic 
equipment manually
A guide for beginners



Part 1 – The Photographic Triangle

ISO/Film speed

ApertureShutter speed

DESIRED

EXPOSURE

How sensitive is the film 
or sensor to light?

How wide is the lens 
opening?

How long will the 
shutter be open for?

The photographic 
triangle can be used 
to interpret the 
light meter reading 
in order to achieve 
your desired 
exposure. 
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What is the difference between the meter reading, a 
“good” exposure and your “desired” exposure?

The exposure/light meter shows you when the elements of the triangle, the shutter speed, the 
aperture and the ISO/film speed, combine to give a “good” exposure (set at zero) depending on the 
kind of  exposure metering selected. Changing either one of these three elements will affect the 
overall shape of the triangle and thus the exposure. For example if you increase the shutter speed
you will have to also increase your ISO or lower your aperture in order to maintain the “shape” of 
the initial exposure value.

A “good” exposure taken at the zero point using spot metering will make the focus/spot point, if it 
were a white sheet of paper, appear grey. Making the paper appear whiter/brighter is achieved by  
increasing the exposure positively. Conversely it can be reduced negatively in order to make blacks 
appear darker. A “good” exposure taken using matrix metering will analyse the entire framed 
scene to give a zero point that tries to balance the light within the scene by neither over or under 
exposing the highlights and shadows. Centre weighted metering uses a similar process except it 
concentrates its calculations around the focus point instead of the whole scene or on a specific spot.

Your “desired” exposure is what YOU want YOUR exposure to look like in relation to the meter 
reading, the situation, and the aesthetics you would like to achieve. 
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Light increases with exposure value

“good” exposure +ev

[exposure value]
-ev
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Shutter speed The length of time the camera 
shutter will be open for

1/250

1/125

1/60

1/30

1/15

1/8 

1”

Longer/slower values 
increase exposure
positively; lightening 
the image

Use longer values when 
there is not enough light
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Shorter/faster values 
decrease exposure
negatively; darkening
the image

Use shorter values when 
there is enough or too 
much light

How does it effect exposure? Aesthetic effects

Exposure time 
written in 
seconds. 

A shutter speed of 
1/30 means that 
the shutter will 
remain open for 
1/30th of a second.

The “ symbolizes 
whole seconds 
instead of 
fractions. 30” = 30 
seconds.

Shorter values will freeze 
motion and produce a 

brighter, sharper image.

Useful for: 

- Sports and action 

photography

Longer values will show/blur 
motion and produce a darker, out 

of focus image unless the camera 

is kept completely still using a 

tripod or other means. Long 

exposures can produce noise.

Useful for: 

- Landscape photographs where 

you want environmental elements 

like water and clouds to appear 

fluid 

- Astrophotography

+ev
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Shutter speed – some examples

Longer/slower Shutter speed Shorter/faster Shutter speed
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Aperture How wide the lens is 
opened up to

f/16

f/11

f/8

f/5.6

f/4

f/2.8

f/1.8

Lower/wider values 
increase exposure
positively; lightening
the image.

Use lower values when 
there is not enough light
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Higher/narrower
values decrease 
exposure negatively; 
darkening the image

Use higher values 
when there is enough
or too much light

Higher values produce a 
deeper depth of field and a 
darker image

Useful for: 

- Landscapes where you 
want everything to be in 
focus

How does it effect exposure? Aesthetic effects

Lower values produce a 
shallow depth of field and a 
brighter image

Useful for: 

- Portraits where you want 
the background behind the 
subject blurred out

Written in 
“f” 
numbers. 
The higher 
the f 
number, 
the 
narrower 
the 
opening. 

+ev
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Aperture – some examples

Lower/wider “f” number Higher/narrower “f” number
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ISO/Film speed
The sensitivity of the 
sensor or film to light

3200

1600

800

400

200

100

50

Lower/slower values 
decrease exposure
negatively; darkening
the image.

Use lower values when 
there is enough or too 
much light
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Higher/faster values 
increase exposure 
positively; lightening
the image.

Use higher values 
when there is not 
enough light

How does it effect exposure? 

Higher values produce more
noise/grain and a brighter image

Useful for:

- Low light situations where 
using lower shutter speeds or a 
tripod would be counter 
productive; such as shooting a 
music event at night or street 
photography on overcast days

Aesthetic effects

Lower values produce less noise/grain 
and a darker image

Useful for: 

- Keeping skin appearing smooth in 
portraits

- For long exposures that can create 
noise such as astrophotography 

- Smoother looking photographs in 
general

Unlike shutter 
speed and 
aperture, the 
ISO value is not 
a mechanical 
operation.

Digital ISO 
sensitivity can 
be changed on 
the fly while 
film speed is a 
fixed 
characteristic of 
the type of film 
used.
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ISO – some examples

Higher/faster ISOLower/slower ISO
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What is your “desired exposure”? –
A workflow for everyday hand-held 
use

What 
depth of 
field do I 
want?

I want to blur the 
background 
behind the 
subject more 

I want more 
things in focus

Lower 
the 
aperture

Raise the 
aperture

Can I keep the 
shutter speed 
high enough to 
still be able to 
take sharp 
hand-held 
photographs?

Yes

No

Take photograph or 
experiment with 
lower ISO in order 
to reduce noise 

Increase ISO until 
optimum shutter 
speed is achieved. 
If there is too much 
noise, lower the 
aperture if possible 
to allow for higher 
shutter speeds and 
lower ISO
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